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T

he cultural philosopher Azuma Hiraki has helped rekindle debates on
postmodernity in Japan through the publication in late 2001 of his book
Dobutsukasuru posutomodan (Animalizing Postmodernity). There he argues
that forms of textual production and consumption evident in recent anime
and computer texts (games, Web sites, databases, and so on), ones he ties to
otaku or fan cultures, riot only well represent the age of the simulacra and
the end of metanarratives postulated by such theorists of postmodernity
as Jean Baudrillard and Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard but also point to a fundamental cultural shift in Japan, finalized in the mid-1990s, which he calls the
"age of the animal" (dobutsu no jidai).1 The argument that present-day otaku
are no longer "human" in the Enlightenment sense, but essentially animallike, is both a provocative (though not necessarily negative) statement about
contemporary Japanese popular culture and an attempt to historically periodize the contemporary. Azuma's text is aligned with a proliferation of
other discourses, both popular and academic, that are attempting to delineate and define the difference of the contemporary moment in Japan using
its popular culture, particularly its popular texts, as markers. 2 A number
of works, including Azuma's, delineate the contemporary era especially
through a particular intersection between textuality and consumption. In
such discourses, present-day Japan is defined by a fundamental change in
the relation of reception to the text. While Azuma's book does not specifically discuss the television medium (computers are of more interest to him,
although television anime is a crucial intertext), other texts do. Ota Shoichi's
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Shakai wa warau (Society Laughs), for instance, concentrates largely on television when discussing how transformations in manzai comedy since the
1980s reflect basic shifts in the relationship between textuality and reception
and in Japanese society as a whole. 3
In this essay I will examine a, specific televisual intersection of textuality and reception that I believe illuminates some of the issues of power,
commodification, and postmodernity involved with present-day Japanese
popular culture. I will investigate what, to many observers, is television's
most prominent textual trend in the last decade: the use-or to some the
overuse-of words and images superimposed on the primary image. The
practice is most prominent in variety programming (such as comedy, music,
and game shows), but it is also evident in commercials and news, "wide
show" or tabloid TV journalism, and educational and even sports programs.
It is most often represented by the textual device of rendering visual the
words spoken by a performer onscreen, mostly in the form of subtitles.
Given the dominance of the variety format in evening programming and the
wide show in morning and afternoon schedules, it is safe to say that the majority of programs on Japanese broadcast network television engage in this
practice in one form or another. The technical term for such superimposed
items is telop (in Japanese, teroppu), short for "television opaque projector,"
which generally refers to all items, from words to other images, that are
superimposed on the main image. I will use the term telop here, despite its
lack of familiarity, instead of such terms as subtitle or chyron, because recent
television's tendency to combine the use of titles with other superimposed
images all over the screen renders such words imprecise.
The use of telop itself is not new. It is a basic feature of news and documentary programming, where superimposed titles provide names for news
anchors and other figures onscreen, explain the place and time of an event,
summarize the basic points of a story, and even sometimes reiterate a statement made by an interviewee, especially if that person speaks Japanese
considered difficult to understand. The use of telop in such programming
has increased in recent years, as even statements made by those speaking
standard Japanese are reproduced as words onscreen. International news
venues such as the Cable News Network (CNN) and Fox News also offer
information other than that conveyed by the anchor through ticker scrolls,
but in Japanese television news telop mostly reiterates the words being spoken by the person onscreen. In variety programming, this phenomenon
has become even more central. For instance, the late evening variety show
Kibun wa jqjo (Feeling Good, TBS network), starring the comedy duo Utchan
Nanchan (Uchimura Teruhiko and Nanbara Kiyoteru), even went to the extreme of having every single word spoken in its recorded segments-down
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to the unhs and ahs-appear on screen in a barrage of words that was not
only hard to follow but completely redundant from the standpoint of conveying information.
A critical discourse has already emerged that blames telop for oversignifying, for effectively treating Japanese viewers as "idiots" by repeating
what is already obvious.4 At the same time, observers such as 6ta have tied
the increase in telop to a general shift toward viewer participation in television comedy. This vision of participation, coupled with a playful textuality
in which television images are always supplemented and reinscribed, intersects with new discourses on postmodern consumption by Azuma and
Otsuka Eiji that allow telop to potentially be included under the rubric of
what Azuma terms "database consumption," in which, after the postmodern
loss of metanarratives, reception is fundamentally a factor of retrieving and
reshaping data stored in a text that is nothing more than a database. Such
conflicting views suggest that telops are not merely a problem of production
practice but of the power relations between production and consumption
and the shaping of televisual reception itself. Telop, I would argue, complicates the often apolitical and aeconomic analyses of Japanese postmodernists by reminding us of the operations of capital on the processes of signification and the viewer's gaze. In this, telop is only one, perhaps ephemeral
instance in larger televisual strategies to commodify the gaze and enlist the
viewer in the production of television capital itself.

KINDTELOP
I will first sketch the historical background of telops and some of the functions they perform in contemporary television. Since telops have become a
prominent feature of televisual textuality only recently, there is little precise
literature on changes in their usage over time. The television critic Sakamoto
Mamoru, citing telops as one of the major changes in television in the last
fifteen to twenty years, ties their proliferation in variety programming to
Nippon Television (NTV) shows from the early 1990s such as the quiz show
Majikaru! Zuno pawii!! (Magical Brain Power, premiered 1990) and Susume!
Denpa shanen (Advance! Electric Youth, premiered 1992) and to their powerful producers, Majikaru!'s Gomi Kazuo and Tsuchiya Toshio of Denpa
shanen, each of whom has gone on to produce other hit shows that prominently use telops. 5 Yet, while it is true that 1980s programs such as Oretachi
hyokinzoku (We're the Clown Tribe, Fuji TV, premiered 1981), arguably the
most important comedy variety show of that decade, feature very few telops, it is not as if they were absent in pre-1990 programming. For instance,
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there is the long-standing practice in fiction programming of using titles to
denote characters' and even actors' names on their first screen appearance
in a narrative, a usage evident especially in Nihon Hoso Kyokai (NHK) period pieces or foreign-made dramatic series or movies. What unifies these
and other uses of telops, such as in news programming, is the project of
clarity: telops are mobilized to ensure viewer comprehension by summarizing important information, identifying characters, and clarifying what is
difficult to understand. They served this function in Majikaru! Zuno pawii!!
and Denpa shi5nen. Sakamoto explains that the telops in Majikaru! were in
effect "kind" (shinsetsu) because they picked up muttered and overlapping
adlibs by the show's large group of personalities, in effect singling out the
funny gags. Denpa shonen was notorious for sending second-rate comedians
first into situations without an appointment (for example, when Matsumura
Kunihiro visited the Gaza Strip to get Arafat to sing a Japanese kids' song)
and later on colossal treks (such as Saruganseki's hitchhike across Asia), but
this mixture of reality television and the tarento (talent personality) system
featured handicams as well as frequent long or voice-off shots. Telops were
needed, explains Sakamoto, to supplement the poor sound and the fact that
it was not always clear who was speaking and what.
In the ensuing decade, this "kindness" has taken many forms through
an expanded range of telop. The most extreme form renders every utterance into telops, confirming it visually through writing on the screen. Such
diligence in documenting speech can border on the "unkind" for at some
moments there are just too many words to be read completely. That is why
the majority of telop programs do not record everything that is said but selectively emphasize only what is deemed important. Such kindness assists
viewers not only when several tarento talk at once but in underlining what
is important narratively or in terms of humor. The degree of selection can
vary according to the program; the music and talk show HEY! HEY! HEY!
(on Fuji) or Gakko ni iko! (Let's Go to School! on TBS), the latter a variety show
starring the teen idol group V6, actually cut out very little, while Nainai saizu
(Ninety-Nine Size), featuring the comedy duo Ninety Nine, can have thirty
seconds of conversation without a dialogue telop. With the former two
shows, one can say that the process of emphasis is evident less in what is
reproduced as a telop than in the kinds of telops used. Unlike Nainai saizu,
which sports uniform, staid, if not "tasteful" telops, those in HEY! HEY!
HEY! or Gakko ni iko! audaciously stress important words through telops of
different colors, sizes, or fonts or even through animation (certain dramatic
words wiggle or shake on the screen). 6 Although such varied uses can establish trademark stylistics for a show (both visually and in terms of its humor
or mood), selection and emphasis underline how telops more broadly digest
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and process televisual information. It is not rare to see a television screen
on which in one corner there is the show's title, in another the name of the
section of the show, and in a third the current topic of conversation in that
section, all apart from the dialogue telop. At a glance, one can determine
the show and one's place in the narrative. Such digestive telops are an accommodation to channel zapping, working to arrest the viewer's gaze with
suggestive topics while enabling him or her to enter the flow of information
quickly and with little difficulty.
Telops also facilitate and reward continued viewing by predigesting
the program. It is not unusual for telops to prepare the viewer for a turn
in the conversation or a gag that will take place several seconds later, thus
drawing the audience into the flow? Telops, therefore, do not just exist synchronously with the dialogue but operate diachronically to facilitate the
construction and pursuit of the narrative. As such, they are freed from
the speech of performers in the show's space to function on behalf of what
seems to be a separate, narrative-enunciating presence. This is partly evident through the use of telop images or aberrant graphology. In one episode
of the music talk show Utaban (Song Show, TBS), for instance, the cohost and
comedian Ishibashi Takaaki kids the idol singer Nakazawa Yiiko about her
dream of marrying, having children, continuing to sing, and pursuing the
hobby of glassblowing by standing up and pantomiming doing all at once.

Utaban: Visual telops augmenting the humorous narrative.
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Not only do the dialogue telops emphasize the joke he is making, but an animated baby, microphone, and glassblowing pipe are superimposed on him
to visually "illustrate" what he is acting out. The narrative enunciation adds
visual absurdity to his verbal gag, expanding and amplifying it. As part of
this enunciation, dialogue telops can occasionally take on lives of their own,
using symbols (such as @, &, =, -:-, and § or ;!;)" and ""-', evident in examples
from Gakki5 ni iki5! and Utaban) to playfully visualize speech in ways that
are both unconventional (the voiced [dakuon] ;!;)" does not exist in Japanese
phonetics, although one can find it in manga) and call attention to the telops
as elements not completely tied to speech. A transcendent narrator is most
apparent when telops literally function as footnotes to conversation. When
Okamura Takashi of Ninety Nine is talking to a chef in an episode of the
variety show Guru guru Nainti Nain (Round and Round Ninety Nine, NTV),
for instance, he blurts out that the cook looks like "Kuwanan." Telops assist
not just by picking out Okamura's comment, which was half-buried among
other comments by the show's tarento, but also by showing a picture of the
tarento Kuwano Nobuyoshi complete with his full name and nickname,
Kuwanan, alongside the close-up image of the chef. This not only explains
who Kuwanan is for the uninstructed but visually makes the comparison obvious. One is reminded of an editor producing a concordance of explanatory
footnotes to help us read a text. Telops not only add extra text to the program
but arch over the show, connecting it to other works in an intertextual network Especially when much Japanese variety humor is comprised of adlibbed in-jokes or references to other or past shows, telops, especially image
telops, are frequently brought in to present a slice of that other text, both explaining the gag and firmly placing the show in its context. Thus, in a show
from 1997, Mechamecha motetai (I Really Wanna Be Popular, Fuji), when the
diminutive Okamura, asked what his height is, incomprehensibly mumbles
the answer, his partner, Yabe Hiroyuki, blurts out "That brings back memories!" The reference by itself is unintelligible to anyone but the most devoted
Ninety Nine fan, but a black-and-white image of the two ~hen they were
younger is "kindly" placed in the bottom right corner accompanied by the
telop "Gag from when they debuted." In g. glance, we understand the gag
and are inserted into a certain comedy history and intertextual knowledge
that allows us to enjoy the inside joke. Telops do not simply render the obvious more obvious; they actively engage in digesting what is hard to read.
Their kindness even extends to assisting viewers in constructing the image
and, in some ways, themselves (as part of an in-group).
It is the kindness of telop that bothers some observers, however. Too
much effort to clarify information, it is argued, treats viewers like children
unable to read the scene independently. Such complaints tie into discourse
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on TV as the idiot box, something that degrades the mental abilities of the
populace and, to quote Oya Soichi's famous phrase, "turns all 100 million
Japanese into idiots" (ichioku si5hakuchika). 8 This is not a criticism exclusive
to the use of the telop. The television scholar Kitamura Hideo, for instance,
writing in the mid-1980s, complained of the excessive amount of commentary (kaisetsu) on television, especially in sports programming. While stressing that such explanation is part of the codifying process, turning a live
event into a televisual phenomenon, he expressed concern over its function
as an "agent for processing information." Such processing may be helpful in
an age of overabundant information, but it could also result, he argues, in a
sort of "abandonment of subjective semiotic behavior" in which coding and
decoding are entrusted to another.9 Critics of telop in fact express fears that
its overuse will "rob viewers of the ability to sense the delight of turns in
conversation or figures of speech" or eliminate forms of "thinking humor"
with the audience itself left stupid.10
Such expressions of fear over popular culture often say more about
those who are uttering them than about the culture itself. Yet "explanation"
has been a center of contention in Japanese image media ever since the rise
of a mass culture industry. In the era of silent film in the 1910s and 1920s,
for instance, one could hear· similar complaints being directed against the
benshi, the figure who stood next to the screen and explained the movie to
the audience. Intellectual film critics who valorized cinema as a visual medium with no need for words, resolutely rejected benshi, seeing in the effort
to explain a Japanese film to a Japanese audience an insult to an intelligent
audience or a pander to vulgar, ignorant taste. My research on these debates
has shown how much of the discourse criticizing the benshi's explanation
involved cultural struggles over control of the medium that were deeply entwined with questions of class and politics.11 At the same time, the fact that
intellectual critics often favored a form of cinema that sufficiently explained
itself-that did not allow for the audience's own discretionary production of
meaning-and that police and education authorities actually favored benshi
as a means of controlling dangerous meanings and promoting positive ones,
indicates the degree to which explanation could also become a technology
of power in the political struggle over meaning.12
Such conflicting views of explanation warn us that, while criticism of
telop as an excessively kind digestion of meaning certainly participates in
the demonization of popular culture, it would be simplistic to reduce the
debate to that. It is because telops mediate the relationship between textuality and reception that they can potentially become the site for struggle over
the determination of meaning and textual technologies of power. When
complaints about telops usurping the spectator's ability to read the text
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prove incomplete is when they do not fully understand the complex role the
viewer still plays in the process. In a word, they don't fully take into account
the postmodernity of this phenomenon. It is to this problem I turn next.

THE TELOP AS THE STRAIGHT MAN
Consider again the example of Kib.un wa ji5ji5. While there is a section taped in
front of a live audience that uses few telops, the centerpiece of this comedy
variety show was when the duo Utchan Nanchan did various tasks outside
the studio with guest personalities and regular people. These sections, usually taped using small cameras set up in rooms and cars like surveillance
equipment, as a rule presented all the dialogue spoken by the various tarenta
in the form of horizontal telops at the bottom of the screen; nothing was left
out, so there was no obvious digestive process. As if this were not enough,
occasionally an additional set of vertical telops appeared in the middle of
the screen, sometimes superimposed over the performers, to bring a further
dimension to the text. In one show, for instance, Nanbara, Golgo Matsumoto
(of the comedy team TIM), and the actor Ihara Tsuyoshi take part in a real
bartending competition. Ihara, after a pretty good performance, comes back

Kibun wa jojo: External commentary on the narrative.
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to the waiting room visibly relieved and begins happily chattering about
how well he did. A vertical then appears over the image: "The winner's interview already." Since Ihara did not win the competition, this telop neither
digests the narrative nor necessarily explains what is going on. One could
say it is interpreting the scene, making clear Ihara's psychological state, but
this is less a telop working with the narrative flow than one externally commenting on it.
This is actually one of the major functions of telops in contemporary
Japanese television. Ota Shoichi describes these telops as tsukkami in light
of the division of labor in Japanese manzai comedy between bake (the clown)
and tsukkami (the straight man). Classically, if the bake is supposed to generate laughter through absurd actions or comments, the role of the tsukkami is
to amplify this humor by pointing out how stupid it is. Tsukkami can thus be
rather conservative, regulating the disruptive comedy of the bake through
rhythm and reminders about normalcy; nonetheless, tsukkami itself cannot
exist without bake (and visa versa).13 Tsukkami in some ways defines what
comedy is by providing a frame for the bake, both protecting normal society
from its force and giving the bake a context in which it can go crazy without
being condemned as insane. Tsukkami telops function as one of the primary
means by which contemporary Japanese television comedy ~hows define
themselves as comedy. A famous example of this is Denpa shi5nen, which was
never funny just for the antics of Matsumura Kunihiro and others but for the
narration and the telops that resonated with it. The narrator, Kimura Kyoya,
developed a unique voice style that through brash shifts in intonation almost self-parodically overemphasized his commentary. Telops graphically
augmented that overemphasis. So when the comedian Nasubi, consigned
by the show to "live" only on what he could win through write-in lotteries,
actually won something, the narrator's excessive exclamation "JOY!" was
accompanied by a large pink telop "JOY!" and a heart symbol.
Telops can function like a straight man external to the space of performance, prodding and defining the clowns onscreen. This extra presence is
obvious when it is accompanied by a voiced narration, but in many cases
tsukkami telops operate silently or, at best, with aural Mickey Mousing.
Utaban again provides an interesting example. In addition to the colored
dialogue telops at the bottom center of the screen, the program uses more
inconspicuous white telops on the right side that have no relation to the spoken dialogue. For instance, in one show, when the singer Fujiki Naoto mentions that he did something naughty in his youth, one such telop appears,
asking, "Hey, hey! Just what did you do?" a phrase neither host used. Fujiki
confesses that he pocketed some of the cram school tuition his parents gave
him, something he has never told them. "Don't put this on air," he pleads
125
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half seriously, but the white telop comments, "Sorry! We've already aired it!"
The hosts, Ishibashi Takaaki and Nakai Masahiro, are experts at tsukkomi,
constructing their singer guests, who are in no way professional comedians,
as bake for the audience, but the telops add another tsukkomi presence that at·
one remove further defines the scene as comedic.
Ota closely relates the increased use of telop in comedy (warai) programming to changes in the relation between tsukkomi and bake over the
last thirty years. Since these cha1;1ges are intimately connected to shifts in
the relation between text and spectatorship, I would like to review his argument in detail. Ota's work argues a connection between a fundamental
disengagement between tsukkomi and bake in recent comedy and a shift in
viewership, one in which viewers straddle a new division between being an
audience member (in the same space as the performer) and being a spectator
(in a different space), between participating in the comedy and objectively
observing it from a far. 14 With the manzai boom in the 1980s and the success
of teams such as the Two Beats, Yasushi-Kiyoshi, and Shinsuke-Ryusuke,
not only did traditional rakugo humor (Japan's "sit-down" comedic storytelling), which exhibits a clear division between the professional performer and
the listening audience, give way to a manzai world in which amateurs and
audiences had more of a role, but the close relationship between tsukkomi
and bake weakened. Bake became more and more independent of tsukkomi, a
trend exemplified by the bake Beat Takeshi's climb to fame as his Two Beats
tsukkomi partner Beat Kiyoshi gradually faded away. Tsukkomi in TV comedy
became such a weak presence that it barely seemed to exist. This, on the
one hand, helped create a wild, playful, and fantastic performance space
in which barely any tsukkomi existed to recall the rule of reason and sensibility. As in Oretachi hyokinzoku, comedy became more and more centered
on a space of "friends" (nakama), with humor itself based on inside jokes
and keeping up the momentum (nori). 15 On the other hand, it fostered the
entrance of the audience/amateur into the comedic space. If tsukkomi's role
was not simply to control the bake by framing it in but also to enable it,
the decline of onstage tsukkomi had to be supplemented by another force or
comedy would cease to exist. To Ota, this was the audience members, who
now no longer waited to be led to a well-structured punch line by a professional but began to find humor in even supposedly straight drama? 6 The
audience, in part, became the tsukkomi, but one that was still weak. This is
evident in changes in impersonation (monomane) comedy. If imitations of
celebrities or politician~ once had a critical or parodic edge, contemporary
impersonation, argues Ota, merely aims to cite the object either faithfully or
with simple exaggeration.17 Without the performer's critical tsukkomi, the humor merely stems from the audience recognizing the "tracing" of the object
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(e.g., "I know who that is!"). This "tracing" (nazoru) humor is, to Ota, one of
the central forms of contemporary comedy, and it depends in part on the
audience providing the minimum degree of tsukkomi through recognizing
the tracing.
With the audience supplying the tsukkomi essential for comedy, it is not
too great a step for it to begin actively engaging in the comedic performance
itself. With in-joke humor becoming central through the nakama space of
bake-led comedy, more and more shows began featuring the staff behind the
camera and the private lives of the performers in the comedy. This, to Ota,
helped break down the walls between not only professional and amateur
but between performer and audience, becoming the model for a new kind
of humor based on amateurs (shiroto) from the audience. Audiences were
invited into the group of "friends" by being given information necessary
to understand the in-joke humor or by citing their shared experience (say,
of old TV shows, which are then less parodied than traced). They then became performers themselves as more and more shows like Tensai Takeshi no
genki ga deru terebi (The Genius Takeshi's Enlivening TV, NTV, 1985) began
to feature amateurs either in the form of noncomedians such as singers or
other tarento or just people off the street. If these people were funny, it was
not because they had any talent for humor but because they conformed to
the new ideal for the humorous individual: tennen-boke, the "natural clown."
Tennen-boke are funny not because they have humorous intent but because
they are read as funny when just being themselves. All of everyday life can
thus become part of this humor, which invades reality, especially in the
form of such "reality" variety shows as Denpa shanen and Urinari (NTV). Ota
reminds us, however, that even with the tennen-boke the amateur never has
a natural existence external to television codes; in the end, the tennen-boke,
if not the nakama space of comedy itself, is a matter of self-tracing, a figure coded as a noncoded existence.18 Tsukkomi helps make such individuals
funny, but, as Ota notes, the tsukkomi of Tamori or Tunnels with amateurs
is, far from reining in the bake, rather encouraging it.19 It traces over and encodes the amateur while remaining weak partly in order to make the bake
seem natural and less obviously coded. In the end, the audience must again
be there to help read the performers-who are now audience members
"tracing" themselves-as funny. In this way, Ota sees the contemporary TV
audience as being both audience members and performers, part of the space
of friends and outside it, subjectively engaging in bake behavior and looking at it objectively as tsukkomi. This exemplifies the ambiguous boundaries
of the new space of friends: it can include everyone in Japan with shared
knowledge of popular culture while presuming an outside from which the
audience observer traces a comedic space.
127
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6ta sees telops in variety programming as representative of such
changes in television comedy if not their essential outcome.Z0 Telops definitely function as tsukkomi, but they are rarely the critical tsukkomi of yesterday; they often serve as footnotes providing information on inside jokes that ·
audiences need to join the space of friends. When they stand out beyond the
function of recording and clarifying, acting almost like a third comedian on
the scene, theirs is a largely weak tsukkomi that often aids rather than corrals the bake. When Tamori is in a hurry, with no time to deal with Okamura
and his pals on Mechamecha iketeru (What a Cool We Are, Fuji), the telop
kyu ( 1f@.o J ), which simply means "in a rush," only stands out as tsukkomi
through its brevity and the graphic (and grammatically unnecessary) use of
the full stop (kuten). 6ta argues that the weakness of contemporary tsukkomi
is epitomized by telops that don't appear as tsukkomi at all: the dialogue
telops that merely "trace" what is being said. Tsukkomi has become so weak,
so invisible, that it is the mere tracing of what is already visible or audible,
the repetition of what is there; at best, it only enters into the graphic choice
of fonts or colors or, at the most basic level, 6ta argues, into the gap between
speech and writing.
6ta also argues that telops represent to a degree the divided position
of the television viewer. By being placed on the screen and in effect tracing
one text onto another, they reinforce the spectator's perspective outside this
comedy space. At the same time, they provide the information necessary
to join the space of friends, to in a sense be on the scene. The role of the
telop, if not the participation of audiences themselves, is actually visually
and spatially rendered in some variety shows by dividing the performers
into those who engage in some activity (often involving a~ateurs) and those
who watch this on monitors in a different space. The latter's comments directed at the television not only approximate the role of the telop, explaining and commenting on the scene (comments that are often reproduced as
telops), but reinforce how such distanced "audience" participation is a central aspect of variety programming. Such internal spectators, along with the
telops, can also serve as models for how viewers should read the text. 21
6ta's account is powerful both because it is based on a close reading of
numerous televisual and even nontelevisual texts and because it formulates
suggestive conclusions from those readings. Telops, by existing on the ambiguous boundary of the space of friends, if not of the televisual text itself,
seem to bridge the text and its viewer, its production and consumption. As
such, they can be said to mark profound changes in the relations between textuality and consumption that can distinguish the contemporary moment.Z2
6ta's account of telop, for instance, aligns with certain arguments about
postmodernity. The weakening of tsukkomi easily reminds one of Lyotard's
128

decline of master narratives or Fredric Jameson's account of the disappearance of parody in favor of pastiche. The resulting comedy of tracing can be
seen as merely a proliferation of intertextuality, texts reading texts but without pursuing any deeper meaning. It is in this empty space that receptionthe ability of viewers to help construct the text-becomes crucial to the televisual experience. Telops become emblematic of the lack of textual closure
and the need of readings to (literally) be laid on the surface of the text. In
fact, one could align telops with the tarento system itself, which Mitsuhiro
Yoshimoto has argued functions as a sort of low-cost, post-Fordist system of
audience participation (in which viewers help create the text by identifying
and following the tarento). 23 The telop could thus be a post-Fordist means
of consumption producing the text, one of Japanese television's solutions to
how to construct the image in an age of postmodern image economies. What
I want to investigate next is how telops specifically intersect with some contemporary Japanese discourses on postmodernity.

TELOP AS SHUKO
As with theories of postmodern culture elsewhere, much ink has been spent
in Japan discussing the phenomenon of rereading, sampling, and other
forms of textual appropriation. The most famous example has been the
Comiket (Comic Market) and the di5jinshi (coterie journals) central to that
market, which present manga by noncommercial artists that, far from being
original, largely borrow characters from popular comics but in alternative
stories (such as homosexual romances). This has been elevated as a kind
of ideal in which consumers appropriate mass-produced commodities for
their own subcultural and sometimes resistive uses.Z4 In this practice, the
original manga become merely a basic set of patterns and structures that
the readers, now producing their own work, reread and rework in numerous variations.
Despite the interest of some scholars in the political potential of this
practice, the dominant discourse in Japan defending it, which one can
call otaku discourse, has often been a-political, defining the phenomenon
25
through recourse to such tropes as national tradition. The culture critic
Otsuka Eiji, for instance, has explained the Comiket example through the
Kabuki concepts of sekai and shuki5. Just as Comiket di5jinshi artists produced
small stories (chiisana monogatari) out of the large story (i5kina monogatari) of
such popular manga as Takahashi Yoichi's Captain Tsubasa, so Kabuki playwrights produced inflected plot elements (shuki5), or specific Kabuki plays,
out of a shared set of story and character elements called sekai (literally,
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"world"; an example would be that of Chushingura). Since no one owned
the communal sekai, nothing produced from it was an original creation; each
shuko was rather a specific reading or interpretation utilizing contemporary
fashions and other individual touches. 26 Okada Toshio, a self-proclaimed
ota~u w~ose "otakology" has latched on to such elite institutions· as Tokyo .
U~ive_rsity (where Okada has taught part time) as a means of cultural legitimization, has enthusiastically appropriated the concept of shuko to argue
that otaku culture is the only legitimate successor to Edo culture and thus
the proper representative of Japan both at home and abroad. In an example
of ~uch conservative cultural nationalism, Okada uses shuko not only to explam the activities of Comiket artists but also to define the otaku readerviewer in light of Edo iki (stylishness) as an elite cultured eye who takes
pleasure not in original stories-which are less important in anime, manga,
or TV hero shows-but in knowledge of the main pattern and appreciation
of small variations in that pattern in individual texts. 27
Azuma Hiraki, for one, has criticized such ascriptions of traditional
Japaneseness to otaku culture as an effort to repress the trauma of postwar
Americanization through the reconstruction of a pseudo Japan, one that allows otaku to forget their debts to American culture. 28 While I can second
such _criticism, I want to note the potential homologies between telops and
the discourse on shuko. Contemporary variety programming is certainly not
a televisual version of the Comiket, but, as Ota argues, it does crucially depend on audience participation. What is important here is that the telop, like
contemporary accounts of shuko, value the rewriting of the text over its original state; the television image, it seems, is defined as insufficient in itself
and in need of reinscription. Perhaps this relates to the undeniable reality
that much variety programming lacks originality and follows basic patterns
from program to program. One could say that contemporary Japanese variety comedy resembles shuko in its emphasis on ad-libs in these conventional situations over original, scripted skits. Telops both underline these
ad-libs and add their own interpretations of the basic pattern. In reference to
Okad~'s shuko, telops can also appear to promote a form of iki spectatorship
but Without the labor needed to become a connoisseur. Telops can enable the
easy consumption of expert learning, providing viewers with the illusion of
instant knowledge of the fundamental formulas and intertextual citations
that allow for greater appreciation of a show's version of the basic pattern.
At the same time, the telops themselves follow the same essential rules with
only small variations, thus encouraging a spectatorship across individual
shows that_appreciates these minute permutations.
~hat interests me here is less how well telops suit the Kabuki concept of
shuko than how they align with the contemporary trend toward discoursing
130

on shuko. That discourse reveals a fundamental concern with the instability
of textuality and redefines textual pleasure from an enjoyment of closed
narrative into delight in the processes of rewriting and reinterpretation.
Neither Okada nor Otsuka, however, fully pursue the historicity of such a
shift or of their own interest in that phenomenon, especially how both issues
relate to transformations in capital and power. Their discussions of the contemporaneity or postmodernity of such popular phenomena as telops may
in fact serve only to obfuscate such shifts. As with many scholars of subculture in Japan, neither considers the problems raised by Sarah Thornton,
who shows how subcultures, in their effort to find recognition in a society
that does not acknowledge them, can sometimes simply reproduce in a different space problematic hierarchies of power and discrimination evident
in the dominant society. 29 It is some of these issues of power that I would
like to pursue in my discussion of televisual textuality and consumption.
I would therefore like to critically address one discourse that, more than
those of either Otsuka or Okada, pursues the specificities of contemporary
forms of textuality and consumption: Azuma Hiraki's theory of database
consumption.

TELEVISION AS A DATABASE INTERFACE
Azuma argues that recent trends in otaku culture such as database consumption represent the epitome of postmodernity in Japan. In claiming this, he
begins with Otsuka's notion of "narrative consumption" (monogatari sh6hi).
As with the Comiket phenomenon, but also in cases like the "Bikkuriman
Chocolate" craze of 1987-88, Otsuka focuses on instances where consumers are no longer consuming the product but rather the narrative behind it.
Bikkuriman Chocolate was candy sold with cards that, if sufficiently collected, told an elaborate story fascinating enough for some to buy it only
for the card, and throw away the chocolate. Since Bikkuriman was not a
known character marketed here through tie-ins, it was the desire to appropriate the story that fed this consumption. Otsuka sees in dojinshi the result
of such consumption: once the story had been completely appropriated (that
is, Bikkuriman cards had been purchased), there was nothing stopping consumers from using the larger story to produce their own smaller versions
it. Narrative consumption is thus the attempt not only to purchase a larger
narrative but to use it once it has been appropriated.
Azuma first relates this phenomenon to Baudrillard's simulacrum, arguing that, as in the case of dojinshi, none of the producers of these new versions sees the initial manga/story as the "original" but rather as only another
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version of the real story that lies behind it. Thus, none of the actual texts,
from the first Captain Tsubasa to its "imitators," can be called the original;
all are equally simulacra. Yet, unlike Baudrillard, Azuma does not want to
ascribe a fundamental flatness to the simulacrum; he rather claims that such .
cases of secondary creation (niji sosaku) can only be understood by postulating another level behind the simulacrum. 30 Azuma argues that this other
level is no longer a larger story but, citing Lyotard's declaration of the end
of master narratives, rather a "large non-narrative" (okina himonogatari. 31 He
posits a history b~hind this. If the 1980s was the "age of fiction" (kyoko no
jidai) defined, as Osawa Masachi argues, by a cynicism in which a society
that no longer believed in overarching truths still acted as if it did, the otaku
of that era didn't really believe in the large narratives behind their anime
and dojinshi but still felt a strong need to construct one. 32 Yet if those otaku
could still feel compelled by the greater world evoked by numerous versions of, say, the Gundam story, otaku at the time of his book, Azuma argues,
no longer had such concerns. Contemporary otaku, he says, consume anime
with little regard for the larger narrative, concentrating instead on isolated
elements in the text, especially characters. What they then see behind those
texts is not a coherent narrative but a more amorphous, though still bordered, collection of elements amenable to different combinations-in other
words, a database. Characters are similarly no longer beings with coherent
personalities but just a collection of "cute elements" (moe yoso) that can be
combined in different ways. 33 Both characters and individual stories in anime and manga, then, are mere readouts of particular databases. Azuma focuses on such phenomena as role-playing games as illustrations of his point:
such games can have multiple progressions and multiple endings, and thus
otaku, while not abandoning their interest in the "small" stories an individual play creates, are ultimately consuming the database, not the narrative,
the total range of data elements that be read out into different stories. Some
otaku, in an extension of the Comiket phenomenon, he notes, even begin taking these games apart so they can create yet other combinations of the same
database elements.
Telops in variety programming do not at first seem analogous to such
database consumption. Shows are not directly interactive and do not exhibit multiple endings. Yet there is much about telops that intersects with
discourses about databases and consumption. First, as I have noted, much
variety programming is based on various patterns, with individual shows
becoming interpretations of those patterns. The narrative coherence of these
patterns, however, is often loose, being based mostly on a situation that then
develops through the somewhat haphazard logic of ad-libs and the tenu132
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ous relations between tsukkomi and bake. Conversation and physical pratfalls
could be considered the basic structural forms of variety comedy, neither
of which exhibits strong linearity or closure but nonetheless follows some
basic rules and patterns. If actions on the set can be seen as readouts of a
database of patterns of tsukkomi, bake, and other comedy formulas, telops
foreground and double this readout by picking up, arranging, interpreting,
and in effect processing a text that now, in the spirit of Lev Manovich, can
be considered only a collection of data. 34
What is interesting is that not a few shows actually construct their
telops, if not their overall image, on the model of a computer monitor.
Shows such as Mechamecha iketeru, Guruguru Nainti Nain, or Dauntaun DX
(Downtown DX, Yomiuri TV) often introduce new corners, comedy situations (especially games), and even characters with readout screens containing multiple windows and telop boxes full of data on the relevant subject. A show like Kokoriko no Mirikaru Taipu (Cocorico's Miracle Type, Fuji)
consciously utilized the computer interface as a formative schema for its
design. Composed of skits that re-create humorous incidents sent in by
viewers via e-mail, the show introduced each skit with a huge telop giving the gist of the e-mail. Some of the skits could themselves be distinctively computerlike. Every single word uttered by one recurrent character,
Tanaka-kun (played by Cocorico's Tanaka Naoki), appears in the form of
a telop, similar to Kibun wa jojo, but since his diction is extremely fast the
telops appear character by character on the screen accompanied by computer beeps as they are "scrolled" out. After the skits are completed and
the performers talk in the studio, huge telops appear, covering the entire
screen in multiple color fields. Most are dialogue telops, but some, more
obvious, tsukkomi telops literally take over the screen. For example, when
Lily Franky, a writer-illustrator and avid Yomiuri Giants fan, unabashedly
asks for the autograph of Nagashima Kazushige (a former Giants player and
the son of Giants legend Nagashima Shigeo), the screen is covered with a
semitransparent color field, except for one small opening showing Franky
on which the telop "A Failed Adult" appears in monstrous type. Telops as
a whole treat the image not as a window onto the world but as a flat surface
on which telops are to be overlaid. Kokoriko no Mirikaru Taipu consciously
aligns this with the computer screen. The dominant aesthetic of the variety
show is, then, one of overlapping windows and flat fields that can shift from
foreground to background throughout the show. Puchi marijji (Petit Marriage, Fuji), a "reality" variety show featuring groups of male and female
tarento who comment on a real couple living together on a trial basis, could
have multiple layers at once. The primary level is the surveillance camera
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Puchi marijji: Computer-like multiple windows and layers of commentary.

views of the couple's lives, but these are occasionally literally "paused" and
placed in the background over which the male or female tarento comment,
superimposed, of course, by telop.
Telops clearly intersect with the computer aesthetic. One could even relate them to the superflat, the aesthetic term originated by the pop artist
Murakami Takashi, and developed by Azuma in part by citing the layered
windows and dimensions of the computer screen. 35 Certainly the viewer is
not engaging in the interactive selection of different windows, but some television shows with telops have effectively developed a low-technology interactive system of windows. With shows offering multiple telops or image
texts on the same screen, in addition to the "original" image, it is difficult to
take in all this information at once. Viewers, as a matter of necessity, must
select through their gaze which items they will process. Telops, then, by
multiplying the layers and windows of information onscreen, are not simply
a readout of the televisual database; they become a data amplification device
between television and the viewer that encourages the spectator to become
an information-processing interface, sorting out which bits of information
are necessary for that viewer's needs.
Following Lev Manovich's theorization of new media, one could say
that the telop, if not much of Japanese televisual style, belongs to an "aes134
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thetic of density." Borrowing from Walter Benjamin, he argues that there is
a connection between the experience of work and the aesthetics of entertainment, which, with the computer dominating the workplace with its rapid
overflow of layered information, is generating a new aesthetics of dense
information in the arts. 36 Telops in variety programming do have definite
antecedents in manga, sometimes utilizing the coded expressions, mostly
familiar to a Japanese public, found in manga dialogue bubbles (in a few
cases, one can even see telops in the form of dialogue bubbles). Yet Tsuchiya
Toshio, the producer of the telop-rich shows Denpa shi5nen and Urinari, has
cited video and computer games as telops' most relevant intertext, claiming that they have trained a viewership used to quickly processing such
words onscreen. 37 This aesthetics of speed and density extends in television
beyond the telop into even set design. While classical Hollywood set design used lighting, color, focus, and other devices to render the background
subservient to narratively important characters in the fore, a show such as
Dauntaun DX features a very busy set design, with many background items
in bright, splashy colors competing with the performers for attention. Spatial
depth is lessened, and the eye seemingly must roam over the image, much
like the motion of the gaze Murakami locates at the center of the superflat
experience. The gaze in variety television is constantly stimulated and must
excitedly process the overflow of data.

THE VIEWER AS ANIMAL
This leads us to two questions. What is the politics of this gaze and what
does the consumption of databaselike telops imply about the construction
of power in contemporary television if not new media itself? Azuma's answer centers on his theorization of the age of the animal. When describing
the otaku experience of role-playing games, he notes a shift from the modern pleasure of narrative. What is enjoyed is less the registers of narrative
closure and identification with the hero than experiencing multiple stories
with different endings. Azuma says that users may temporarily identify
with the hero, but that attachment always presupposes subsequently abandoning it to enjoy another hero in another play of the game. This trying out
of different possibilities is, then, more the pleasure of the database than the
narrative. Azuma calls this postmodern form of consumption "dissociative"
(kairiteki) because essentially the player dissociates his or her experience of
individual play (the small story) from the pleasure of the database, leading
to the separation of and equality between enjoyment of the individual plays
and the database? 8 Azuma finds this kind of consumption fundamentally
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animal-like because it no longer draws meaning from the text but experiences it as a means of satisfying needs. He cites Alexandre Kojeve's famous
footnote in his Introduction to the Reading of Hegel, which states that, at the
end of history, "man" will become like either the animal Americans or the ·
Japanese snobs. To Azuma, Kojeve's ascription of snobbism to the Japanese
is quite prescient because the snobbish act of maintaining the form of an
action or belief even when one knows it lacks content is simply another way
to describe the cynicism of the 1980s.39 Yet, since Azuma argues that such
cynicism ended in the late 1990s in Japan, American consumerist animalism
is all that remains.
Azuma's logic and his use of Kojeve has many dubious points, but
his conclusion is that the fundamental terms used to define the humanconflict with the environment and the ability to desire, especially to desire
the other's desire-are no longer fully applicable in postmodern Japan. He
distinguishes between "needs" (yokkyu) and "desire" (yokubO): while the latter can never be fulfilled because it involves the social interaction of desiring the other's desire, the former can be satisfied individually merely by
supplying the object of need. The advance of consumer society, goes the
argument, has enabled the fulfillment of needs and eljmi:tlated the exigency
to conflict with the environment. Azuma sees otaku as no longer desiring
what they cannot have (that is, the larger story) but only requiring small
stories or "cute" elements, needs easily fulfilled. Their mode of consumption
resembles that of an animal eating food or, to use a more extreme expression, that of a drug addict. 40 Azuma, however, does not completely eliminate
the human from the otaku picture. Otaku consumers still desire the database, which itself cannot easily be acquired, and so they, Azuma says, maintain social connections in order to exchange information on the database
(although, he cautions, such connections are not necessary). 41 In a repetition
of his structuring trope of doubled yet separate layers, he pictures the otaku
as being animal-like in needing small stories and pseudo human in desiring
the larger database, two aspects that remain so distinct that the dissociative
becomes in otaku culture the equivalent of multiple personality disorder.
This is the age of the animal, an age that Japan has achieved first, but one
that is not restricted to Japan. 42
Dobutsukasuru posutomodan is a slippery if not chameleonlike text.
Azuma's self-proclaimed objectivity renders it difficult to nail down his
position, making the book appear critical or laudatory depending on one's
perspective. Calling otaku animals and equating their pleasure mode to that
of drug ad~icts certainly appears critical, but the book's rigid teleology, its
emphasis on Japan as leading the world in postmodernity, and Azuma's unequivocal praise for many otaku cultural phenomena lead one to consider
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his objectivity as less neutrality than praise through lack of critique. The
book's last lines seem to confirm this. When concluding his discussion of
the computer "girl game" YU-NO as an allegory of the postmodern he has
described, he concludes:
This book was written in order to create an era in which this kind
of superlative work can be freely analyzed and freely criticized
without such distinctions as high culture/subculture, academic/
otaku, adult/childish, or artistic/entertainment. What develops after this is left up to each individual reader. 43

Perhaps in a good poststructuralist spirit he is seeking the eradication of binaries and an era of free reader participation. However, he sets up this elimination of binaries in order to freely discuss not this "work" but rather this
"superlative work." Its value is presumed, and therefore the vanquishing
of binaries removes boundaries not to critique but to the recognition of the
work's excellence. Read in this light, Azuma's text is ultimately less an effort
to describe an era than a manifesto to create one, a polemic that, while more
theoretically sophisticated than Okada's blundering otaku nationalism, attempts to neutralize the theories and methodologies that restricted the otaku,
thereby legitimizing it as the dean of the new age if not the end of history.
Reader participation is, then, action on behalf of the work, one lacking
a negative critical stance. This could only be so in the age of the animal.
Allan Stoekl reminds us that the end of history in Kojeve, because it represents the conclusion of man's dialectical opposition with nature, can only
constitute the lack of such opposition and thus the rule of nature. (Man thus
becomes natural-an animal.) The Book (Hegel's book explaining history)
remains important because its self-consciousness must be recognized for
history to end, yet at that point of conclusion it must be a true, universal text
separate from any individual and thus one that can never be worked on or
interpreted.44 Azuma's conception of reading the otaku text is, despite his
discussion of secondary creation and use of "cute" elements, essentially no
different from this. When he discusses the computer games produced by the
Key company, for instance, he claims, "Key's games have been made less to
provide the consumer with erotic satisfaction than to thoroughly combine
the cute generative elements popular with otaku and efficiently make them
cry-providing a sort of exemplary response for generative creation.'A5 His
repeated use of the word efficiently (koritsu yoku) only underlines a vision
of the otaku reader/player as an animal-like being who both consumes and
produces texts in a mechanical, almost reflexlike manner, absent critique
or interpretation. By reducing the consumption and production of texts to
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mere animalistic behavior and failing to ask what ideological conditions
have precipitated otaku becoming, for instance, "used to perverse images,"46
he effectively naturalizes a contingent condition and eliminates issues of
ideology and politics as irrelevant to otaku culture. Ultimately, Azuma has ·
perversely succeeded in sheltering the otaku both from the effects of ideology and from political criticism. Otaku, by definition, can no longer engage
in critical or even creative reading, and presumably neither can we.
Power, if not the operations of capital itself, is painfully absent from
Dobutsukasuru posutomodan, which only underlines how apolitical-or sometimes reactionary-many "otaku" theoreticians are. Otsuka is more conscious
of these phenomena. Consumers may be the "pseudo creators of the story,"
but to him they never have a "free hand" because such forms of consumption usually involve a "game master" who directs the way the consumer
creates the stories.47 Azuma also speaks of limits to secondary creation, but
he ascribes these not to controlling forces but to consumer needs, thus failing to connect these phenomena to the operations of consumer capitalism.48
In fact, by obfuscating or even naturalizing these operations he effectively
legitimizes them. If we are to achieve a greater consciousl}ess of these operations, as well as perhaps imagining alternatives and resistances, we need to
think more critically about the contemporary state of reading/consumption
in relation to power and capital.

COMMANDING THE TELOP GAZE
Analyzing telop, I believe, can help us to both problematize Azuma's conception of consumption and better outline the contemporary conditions he
fails to recognize. It should first be said that Azuma's age of the animal
and its concomitant forms of consumption do have parallels in the use of
telop. In particular, the dominance of what Ota calls "tracing telop" (nazoru
teroppu) can be said to exemplify a mode of reading defined by pure repetition of the same, one similar to Azuma's animalistic encounter with the
text, which only traces what is already there. Repetition, one can say, is one
of the most prevalent textual devices in contemporary Japanese television
and not simply in the way certain textual formulas are endlessly repeated. It
is not unheard of to see the identical commercial repeated in the same. commercial break. In fact, it is during the commercial break that one encounters
one of the more common forms of repetition. Much variety programming
often retur11.s from the commercial break by repeating, sometimes with
slight alterations, the half a minute or so of the program that was shown
before the ads. Perhaps, as with tracing telop, this aims to help viewers who
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have lost the narrative thread during the commercial, but it also underlines
the fact that the model of televisual reception offered by the texts themselves is mostly one of repetition not interpretation or critique. The question
for us is how this model functions.
First, it is apparent that telops, though aligned with trends in Japanese
comedy that encourage audience participation and approximating, in a lowtech fashion, a mode of database consumption, do not necessarily allow
the viewer a free hand. When not just repeating the image and sound text,
telops mostly condense and digest the information given, kindly rendering
it easy to consume. If telop can function as tsukkomi, it is usually, as Ota
notes, in a weak form that less critiques and corrals the bake than renders it
more palatable. Even when there is an excess of telop and other information
on the screen, prompting the viewer to interface with and process this set
of "data, there is usually a clear hierarchy between the data defined by size,
placement, use of sound, and duration. Some telops stay on the screen for
minutes, giving viewers multiple information windows while also allowing them to focus on briefer windows that are deemed more narratively
important. Telops thus guide and shape reception, acting like prompters in
shows with studio audiences, getting audiences in the mood (nori), and telling them when to laugh or applaud.
The cinematic style of classical Hollywood was also an efficient means
of guiding the spectator's gaze and interpretation, but usually in an unobtrusive way. Telops are clearly visible, but that does not make them a
Brechtian means of critically exposing the artifice behind naturalism. In
a sense, they acknowledge the processes of directing viewing but without necessarily criticizing it. In an age of postmodern irony, Ota's viewer/
spectator both participates in the comedy and ironically views it objectively
from afar. Yet if viewers are going to make fun of serious television shows,
as they famously did with Suchuwadesu monogatari (Stewardess Story, TBS,
1983), telops self-ironically acknowledge, if not duplicate, this parodic gaze
while working to reinsert it in the text. They can poke fun at the show and
expose its manipulative artifice while also rendering such pleasures part
of the program, essentially co-opting them. Telops reproduce the tsukkomi
many viewers engage in when commenting on TV in their brightly lit living
rooms with family and friends but in effect relieve them of the need to actually do it themselves by rendering it a televisual object of consumption. It
is the combination of tsukkomi and the ease of having it done for you that is
part of the pleasure of Japanese variety programming.
Telops thus remind us that in most forms of role-playing games and
participatory, database textuality there are preferred plays and readouts,
ones that offer the most points and the most pleasure. Participation is often
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less consumer creation than repetition of prepared paths and interpretations. For viewers no longer content to passively receive the text, new forms
·of textuality offer positive interactivity and a vision of dynamic intertextuality but usually within a system of guidance in which interactivity pro- .
duces prepared results and cynicism allows viewers to accept the manipulation they are aware of. Azuma may idealize game users who take apart the
program and reconstruct it in different ways, but, as with some scholars of
subculture, he focuses too much on the minority of avant-garde creators of
subculture and not enough on the majority who follow more than create. 49
It is with these participants that one can see the operations of subtler yet
also more enticing modes of power controlling meaning and defining the
commodity.
What of these idealized, truly creative consumers? Telops also caution us
about celebrating them too soon. Remember that television has always been
confronted with the problem of its own distractiveness. Unlike the cinema,
with its dark theaters demanding the viewer's attentielp. and concentration,
television viewing in lit rooms is subject to distractions. For an enterprise
such as NHK, which supports itself on receiver fees, this is not necessarily
a problem: as long as a household owns a set and is paying the required
fees, it is not crucial for it to actually watch NHK programs. The story is
different for commercial stations (in Japan, called minpo), which must support themselves by selling advertising. What is bought by advertisers is not
commercial time but viewers (as reflected in the ratings) and especially their
attention. But how can the attention of viewers be sold when television, almost by definition, is a distractive medium? The most common tactic has
been to ensure attention through the use of strong narrptives, but, given
commercial breaks and the now ubiquitous remote controller, there are too
many obstacles to linear narration. Another solution is spectacle, as sports
programming and now reality shows promise visual pleasures that demand
that the viewer at least gaze at the tube; with popularity of the hard disk recorder and other devices, even commercials must become unprecedented
spectacles if they are to stop the viewer from pressing the fast-forward button. Televisual aesthetics have always been a sort of compromise, working
on the one hand to attract attentive viewing while also acknowledging the
essential impossibility of commanding the undivided attention of the audience. Television's style has thus been called "glance aesthetics," as opposed
to the "gaze aesthetics" of classic cinema, one in which fragmentation is acknowledged and the glance directed less through contemplation of the text
than through kinetics. 50
Telops are in some ways an extension of glance aesthetics. By offering
much of the essential information on the current stage of the program at a
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glance in the form of several telops, the variety show creates a textuality that
is easy to pick up and follow, a convenience also supported by the formats
of conversation and multiple topic corners. One need not have watched the
show from the start and can enter at any time after switching from another
channel, watching a video, or looking up from a magazine. In this sense,
variety and telops accommodate distraction more than dramatic series do
and perhaps can even be said to enable channel surfing because the viewer
always knows he or she can switch to another channel and still return with
ease. Yet telops provide something that variety programs do not: a reason to
watch the screen even without the spectacular goings-on of a Fuun Takeshi-jo
(Takeshi's Castle, TBS). Telops increase the spectacular value of the program
even when the show is composed of talking heads. In fact, by rendering the
image incomplete in itself-in need of tsukkomi and viewer participationtelops make themselves necessary and thus direct our attention toward the
screen. So while they accommodate the distractions of television they capture viewer attention through spectacle and quickly consumable information
about the narrative flow. Telops, in a way, solve the contradiction of television
by requiring attention without the need for intense concentration, enabling
distraction while preventing the viewer from straying from the set.
Telops and other devices are rigorously used to maintain viewer attention at the crucial moment: the commercial break. Just before going to the
commercial, telops appear, often supported by a narrator, proclaiming some
unexpected or dramatic turn of events and urging the viewer not to change
the channel. Narrative structures, sometimes in conjunction with telops, are
used to the same effect as many shows will build a mininarrative but delay
the conclusion until after the commercial. Urinari's famous ballroom dance
competitions, in which tarento couples competed in real national dance tournaments, always had the camera scan down the posted competition results,
the tension amplified by telops, only to cut to the commercial just before the
score of the couple in question appeared. 51 It is in part because of this breach
of linear narrativity that shows repeat about a half a minute of the program
after the break in order to recoup the narrative momentum that was lost. In
that sense, the show does not abandon narrative continuity altogether, but
by so obviously rupturing it the show acknowledges that narrativity-i£ not
the telop as well-exists for these breaks not for what comes in between.
Narrative continuity becomes defined as continuity not of story but of attention during the commercial.
Telops certainly play a generic role in new forms of television comedy
and news programming, but such functions must be linked to television's
overall efforts to commodify the gaze. Television is producing a product for
sale, and that commodity is the viewer's attention. The fact that NHK uses
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telops to a lesser degree, especially in variety programming, does suggest
their commercialized nature. However, the fact that tsukkomi telops could
be found in NHK variety shows such as Yume miru tamago (Young People
with Dreams) or children's programs such as Tentere waido (Tentere Wide).
reminds us that telops are both an overwhelming fashion in contemporary
television and a dominant mode of shaping viewership and interpretation,
even if that viewership is not directly commodified. The NHK network does
"sell" its viewers in its own fashion, since ratings do justify its existence
and funding, and it certainly must package texts and their interpretations
as national, unified entities. Telops help ensure that. As the heavy use of
explanatory telops in NHK news programming reminds us, processes of
shaping viewership inextricably link commercializing the gaze with processes of authorization and power, as summoning the gaze is also a means
of controlling it, regulating a product and its viewing even if that product is
a "public" not a commercial one.
_~

TELOPS AS LABOR POWER
Commodifying or controlling the gaze is neither new to television nor peculiar to Japanese programming. What strikes me as significant about the
process of commodification in recent Japanese TV is its openness. It would
be an insult to viewers to assume they do not recognize that the blunt attempts to build up attention before the break are an effort to ensure viewing of the commercial; ad breaks are far too intrusive to be invisible. We
could dismiss these attempts as simply the product of a crude, low-budget,
commercial mentality, but that would divert our attention away from the
real issue: the viewers. Ota interestingly comments that telops promising
earth-shaking revelations after the commercial create a viewership whose
attention is placed less on the content of what is revealed than on whether
the prediction is correct. Ota sees this as a process by which television creates tension only to alleviate it, thus proving that the world is predictable, a
realm in which viewers can experience set and coded emotional reactions.
He argues that the fact that many of these "predictions" prove to be excessive threatens to dull the viewer's perceptions, but I would take that as
proof that such promissory telops themselves become a sort of game with
the gaze, one in which the viewer remains conscious of the other player in
. sport, t h e commercia
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This is a viewer who is conscious of the manipulation, if not the commodification, of his or her own gaze. Telops are a medium of televisual selfconsciousness, one in which the program and the viewer recognize that this
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is a text, one that is constructed, maneuvered, re-read, and sometimes ridiculed. This self-consciousness, however, is less radical than cynical because,
even if the viewer is aware of these manipulations around the commercial,
he or she still scans through the advertising if only to see how the game of
prediction pans out. This has profound implications for all sorts of interactive or participatory media. Jonathan Beller has theorized a "cinematic
mode of production" in which the spectator, by watching a visual text, is
engaged in labor that produces the work in a way that, under a sort of "attention theory of value," more value is created than the spectator is actually
"paid" for. 53 This is also true of much in the digital world, where in blatant
cases, such as the Internet Movie Database, the product of the voluntary, interactive efforts of users is sold for colossal sums and continues to generate
income through unpaid labor. Much of the Internet is based, like telops, on
the use of written and visual texts to grab the user's attention for advertising, thus transforming the interactivity of the Net into a product for sale.
Role-playing games may offer players the opportunity to create a text on
their own terms, but players must pay for that chance to complete the product for the producer. 54 Azuma's database consumption or the Comiket thus
should not be easily conceived as instances of consumers expropriating the
commodity from the producers. Even if the database or large story is appropriable, the user's own creations or interpretations generate more value for
the database and its constitutive elements such as characters. The user can
create new meanings around the product but, as both Azuma and Otsuka
admit, only within certain bounds; the meanings are inevitably accumulated around the primary commodity and augment its value. One could argue that the use of "cute" elements (moe yoso) can allow characters to morph
and transform, possibly changing the product beyond "ownership," but in
an age of flexible accumulation flexible commodities can still produce profit
for their copyright holders. Otaku users, one could say, are the unpaid laborers of the digital age, even more so if one accepts Azuma's "age of the animal." Following that, otaku may have become Pavlovian workers who buy or
produce products as if reflexively reacting to the appropriate stimulus.
Telops, as some of the elements through which audiences produce
their own attention for sale, are not the fixed capital of narrative that is acquired through absorption but part of a flexible accumulation of intertexts,
repetitions, distractions, and viewer participation. On the whole, they can
represent a shift in the center of televisual value creation from the sphere
of production to that of post-production, from expensive tarento to cheap,
anonymous editors and viewers, from the profilmic to off-screen. 55 Telops
are significant to the degree that they, in their "kindness," make the labor
of creating television's value seem quite easy. If producing a dojinshi for the
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Comiket or taking apart a "novel game" to produce a new version requires
time and effort, telops seemingly only require the work involved in reading
and processing them (though that often hides the underpaid labor of the
show's editors). As a whole, they take over much of the labor viewers should ·
engage in on their own (from understanding and analysis to interpretation
and ridicule) and in effect support and guide the viewer in doing so. It is
so simple that it does not seem like work at all. One could argue this is the
reason to fundamentally distingvish reading telops from more participatory forms of consumption; the latter involve "real participation" (real labor) while the former does not. I would argue that the difference, if there is
one, is more quantitative than qualitative and that telops help reveal crucial
aspects of the operations of capital and power in contemporary consumption. First, consumption labor is often conscious and voluntary, paid for in
part by pleasure but usually in an unequal exchange. Second, the ease and
pleasure of such labor, to the point that it does not appear to be work at all,
represents less the obfuscation of labor (given self-consciousness) than the
flexible nature of contemporary production and the increasingly ephemeral
nature of capital in a postmodern age. With telops, labor in television viewing has practically been reduced to pure attention devoid of the labor of
concentration, thus becoming perhaps the most appropriate form of labor in
the society of the spectacle. Third, in the digital age the value of the database
or information commodity lies less and less in the labor it takes to construct
the information than in the labor it takes to read, interpret, or simply look at
it (and the ads on the same web page). Thus, in order to ·control the production of the product, and thus the commodity itself, capital must render the
user/database interface more and more pleasurable and easy to use. Fourth,
and finally, these coordinated efforts to shape the reading of the database,
efforts that I argue are well exemplified by the use of telops, represent the
process of appropriating labor value itself.
While I contend that telops provide an important case study in this regard, we should be careful not to fall into a formalist essentialism. While
they signal significant changes in televisual textuality and the value of attention, telops less constitute these processes of power and capital than
represent just one of the strategies-though a prominent and at this time
persistent one-that exist to commodify the gaze and appropriate viewer
labor. One of the reasons I emphasize the analogic similarities between such
activities as dojinshi and the telop is precisely to underline the variety and
range of these strategies. Although telops have remained a strong element
in Japanese television for nearly two decades, it is conceivable that in the
fashion-led world of popular culture they may soon disappear or significantly alter in form. Yet, as long as the structures of capital and power that
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define the contemporary moment remain, telops will disappear only when
their functions have been taken over by other devices, some of which, such
as voice-over narration, spectacle, and mininarratives, I have already mentioned. This is one reason why the fact that dramatic television programming
in Japan generally refrains from the use of the telop does not disprove my
argument. Telops are absent from dramatic shows for a number of reasons,
primarily the nature of the genre and the need to maintain the diegesis. 56
Yet I would argue that the increasingly self-consciousness acting and directing in dorama, as well as the excessive use of style and narration, especially
near the commercial break, evinces some of the same operations performed
by telops in variety shows.
In painting this broad picture, I intend neither to wholly condemn telops
nor conceive of Japanese television as a monolithic entity with viewers hopelessly lashed into servile labor relations. Telops exist in part because this is
an age when viewers are more skeptical about media representations; the
role of the telop, I have argued, is to corral this criticism and appropriate it
into added value for the program and its advertising time. This operation
may backfire, however, because telops thus recognize critiques of television,
if not the critical value of television itself. It is convenient when such derisive
laughter actually produces a hit like Suchuwadesu monogatari, but telops, it
must be emphasized, operate less to foster compliant readings than to appropriate existing readings in an already volatile struggle over meaning.
The use of telops sometimes exemplifies this by transcending the realm of
tracing or even weak tsukkomi and entering into pure criticism. One broadcast of News Station, Asahi TV's popular 10:00 P.M. news program, for instance, reported Prime Minister Koizumi Jun'ichiro's general policy speech
for 2003 with a most interesting use of the telop. Several times, as Koizumi
was shown delivering major points of his speech, the telop "Generalization" (ippanron) was superimposed over his image on the screen. This was,
of course, neither an explanation nor a tracing but a critical commentary
on a speech lacking details and full of vague generalizations, one tsukkomi
that would be unthinkable on NHK or much American network news. This
use of the telop, which was supported by editing showing Diet members
sleeping, reflects the fact that commercial network news programs in Japan,
as well as the so-called wide shows, have long enjoyed a relative freedom
to engage in criticism and commentary of the news they report. What is
new about the telop is that, instead of having the anchor or guest comment
after the clip, they can provide viewers a model of critically evaluating the
image as an image, destabilizing it from within. In that, one can see the potential for a kind of critical media literacy, one that is both involved and detached from the images, writing over them with alternative and sometimes
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resistive meanings. At the same time, such openly critical telops can fall into
their own trap. With them, not only could the source of criticism become an
anonymous, omniscient force, but telops again can take over the labor of
criticism, the role the critical faculties of the viewer should play on their own..
The example thus shows that in the contemporary relations· between
consumption, power, and textuality, in both television and other potentially interactive media, it is appropriation that is the site of contestation. For
whom and for what ends is the labor of the viewer being appropriated? One
can conceive of some forms of textuality that refuse such appropriation57I still hold out for the possibility of viewers appropriating their own labor
and their own interpretations-but I doubt this can be done without making viewing an issue of collective agency, if not the public sphere itself. It
is significant that Azuma, in his concluding remarks to Dobutsukasuru
posutomodan leaves interpretation up to the individual readers. In an age of
atomistic reception of television and computers, it remains difficult to organize and collectivize reception and appropriate the fruits of one's own labor, especially when "participation" can seem so easy in comparison. When
telop can make consumption so effortless, we have to begin thinking about
the politics of less kindly forms of participation.
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Kuizu! Hekisagon II (Quiz! Hexagon II,. Fuji) have made viewer purchasing activity
part of the show. A famous example is when Denpa shanen locked the unsuccessful

pop group Something Else in an apartment with an ultimatum: either produce a
single that debuts in the top ten or break up. The resulting song, fed by the show's
drawn-out narrative of the group's struggles, debuted at number two on the charts.
In such cases, television is practically celebrating its manipulation of consumer behavior by making the viewer's labor, which the viewer herself pays for, central to the
narrative.
55. Telops shift the center of textual creation from pre-production and production
to post-production, as it is the considerable effort by unknown personnel after the
show is taped that shapes the core of the program. Telops can help maintain the
tarento system by removing that much of the burden of creating entertainment from
overworked performers who can appear in up to a dozen shows a week (one even
sees the occasional tarento on air joking that they hoped some mediocre gag they
just said would be "fixed" through telops), but they also reduce the importance of
performer labor, taking away control of the value they may produce and concentrate
it in the production company or network. Such shifts in both the temporality and the
economy of television align Japanese variety programming with American reality
shows, which reduce the role of pre-production (scriptwriting), render performers
dispensable and exchangeable, and place considerable emphasis on the processing
of recorded footage after production is completed. The fact that it has been variety
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various "real-life" tasks, confirms the parallel and suggests again how transformations in modes of production link with changes in pro grain content.

56. Telops, when they do appear in dramatic shows, such as in the outtakes section
of the last episode of Kimochi ii koi shitai (I Want a Feel-Good Romance, Fuji, 1990),
function in part to designate a distance from a diegetic world.
57. In my book on Kitano Takeshi and elsewhere, I have argued that some contemporary Japanese filmmakers consciously oppose the overexplanatory style of television with a form of cinema that refrains from forcing an explanation on spectators,
instead encouraging them to provide the meaning on their own. This could be considered a strategy of nonappropriation but one that only succeeds through audience
consciousness.
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